Alderman Cogan’s CE Primary Academy

Foundation
Stage 2

Curriculum Plan 2017 - 2018
Autumn 1

Spring 1

Summer 2

Theme

Do you want to be friends?/Why do squirrels hide their
nuts? / Christmas

What happens when I fall asleep?/Do cows drink milk? /
Easter

Will you read me a story? Why do ladybirds have spots?
Are we there yet?

PSE

Circle games, understanding routines and making
relationships

Considering feelings of others

Caring for our friends and the world around us.

CLL

Roleplay areas; home corner, café, autumnal corner,
nativity story,
TFW: Little Red Hen

Roleplay areas: hospital, observatory, farm shop, outdoor
farm
TFW: We’re going on a bear hunt.
The Three Little Pigs

Meadow, Summer garden/campsite
TFW: The Gingerbread Man
Goldilocks and the Three Bears

PD

Spatial awareness/Dance
Fine motor activities/ Letter formation

Dance/Gymnastics
Fine motor activities/ Letter formation

Active stories/Ball skills
Fine motor activities/ Letter formation

Literacy

Read Write inc.
Learn set 1 sounds and be able to read them speedily
Developing reading words using Fred Talk and spelling
words using Fred Fingers
Sharing Discussion books and developing comprehension
skills

Read Write inc.
Continuing learning and embedding set 1 sounds and begin
learning set 2 sounds
To be able to read some words speedily
Reading and writing words, captions and sentences
Writing labels

Read Write inc.
Embed set 1 and set 2 sounds
Reading and writing sentences
Embedding an understanding of different forms of writing
e.g. labelling, posters, letters
Structure of stories/ non-fiction books

Maths

White Rose Mastery approach to Maths
Number recognition and counting to 5/10.
Begins to find the total number of 2 groups by counting all
of them
1 more/1 less to 5 objects
Begins to use mathematical names for 2d shapes
Begin to use everyday language related to money

White Rose Mastery approach to Maths
Number recognition and counting to 10/20
Estimate how many objects we can see and checks by
counting them
Begins to use mathematical names for 3d shapes
Orders 2 or 3 items by length, height, weight and capacity

White Rose Mastery approach to Maths
Number recognition and counting to 10/20
Says a number that is 1 more than a given number
Begins to use the vocabulary involved in adding and
subtracting, halving, doubling and sharing
Describe their relative position such as behind or next to.

The World

Share special family memories,
Explore I pads, looking for signs of Autumn.

Look at signs of winter, night time project, healthy eating,
farm animals.

Minibeast hunt - noticing detailed features in the
environment
Explore habitats
Investigate different textures, compare and contrast
Modes of transport.

EMM

A range of resources (painting, playdough, clay, roleplay areas, junk modelling, pastels) are available throughout the year for the children to respond to the themes and develop their own
interests.

RE

God/Creation

Incarnation

Salvation

